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Star Wars: Darth Vader by
Greg Pak Vol. 3 - Greg Pak
2021-12-21
Returned to the fold after his
rebellion against the Emperor,
Darth Vader faces the horrors
of reconstruction in the secret
laboratories of Coruscant. As
he blacks out under the knife,
does the Dark Lord of the Sith
still dream of revenge against
his master? Or do his thoughts
drift towards his son...and the
friends who make Luke
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

Skywalker so vulnerable? Don't
miss this next critical new
chapter in Darth Vader's
ongoing evolution -- featuring
the revelation of the first time
Vader learned the name Han
Solo! What does the War of the
Bounty Hunters mean for
Vader's ongoing schemes?
COLLECTING: Star Wars:
Darth Vader (2020) 12-16
Promises - A. E. Via 2018
Duke Webb has run the most
successful bail recovery agency
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in Atlanta for over twenty
years. That's because he has a
team of trained, competent
hunters backing him up to keep
his name feared on the streets.
But Duke knows that nothing
can go on forever. His hunters
are in committed relationships
and ready to settle down, and
so is he. That's what leads him
to start his new training
program."That's the new vision
for Dukes. Veterans operating
and tracking behind the scenes
with a new powerhouse
apprehension team on the
streets."Brian and Quick are
the first to offer up two new
recruits.Kellam Knight has
studied martial arts under his
sensei, Quick, since he was
eight years old. A tossed-out
reject from high-society, Kell
has a problem fighting on the
right side of the law. If he sees
an injustice, he has to correct
it. He doesn't have to run and
cower from his enemies
anymore, he's a fighter who
can protect himself and others.
When Quick offers Kell the
opportunity to join Duke's
training program, he's all in.
Except he's not prepared for
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the straight, over-confident,
extremely disciplined, sexy
man Brian has recruited to be
his partner.Tyrell Jenkins'
world was flipped upside down
when his father never returned
home from his last deployment.
He'd been Ty's teacher,
mentor, his guide to living a
righteous life as a good man.
His father didn't raise him to
be like every other young,
stereotypical male in Atlanta.
Instead, he's been taught to be
respectful, to speak the
language of real men. When
Brian King - his father's most
trusted comrade - finally comes
to him with the truth, he
doesn't come alone. He comes
with trained men hidden in the
shadows... and a once-in-alifetime opportunity to join a
brotherhood unlike any
other.This novel is a part of a
series but can be read as a
standalone. No
cliffhangers.Trigger Warning:
This story contains mild acts of
bond recovery agent violence.
Fear the Reaper (Fate's
Vultures, #4) - Jami Gray
2019-09-01
When the hunter becomes the
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hunted, it's time to reap what
you sowed... The world didn't
end in fire and explosions,
instead it collapsed slowly, like
falling dominoes, an
intensifying panic of disease,
food shortages, wild weather
and collapsing economies, until
what remains of humanity
battles for survival in a harsh
new reality. After vowing to
never again put his life on the
line for another's ambitions,
Reaper, leader of Fate's
Vultures, has earned himself a
formidable reputation.
Unfortunately, that reputation
isn't enough to stop an old
enemy from retaliating. With
bounty hunters sniffing at their
heels, Reaper vows retribution
and takes the Vultures to the
one person no one expectsLilith, the woman he once
loved. As leader of the Rocky
Mountain territory, Lilith has
paid dearly for a position that
kept her secrets safe. When a
looming threat draws close,
every devil's bargain she's
made falls by the wayside and
she is forced to partner with
the man who walked away.
With no choice but to work
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together against a common
enemy, Lilith and Reaper need
to find their way through the
minefield of past betrayals and
broken promises to ensure a
future for those they've sworn
to protect ... before it all goes
to hell.
That SHIP Has A Phat Ass Michael Todd 2021-08-04
*Warning: Graphic bro-humor,
and much stupidity from guys
who don't know any better. It
started as a quick job to grab
some cash, didn't it? John
should have paid more
attention to the details, and
less attention to his cute
partner's body. John and
Meehix need to run, and fast.
Apparently, offing a crime
lord's brother, pulling a jail
break from a maximumsecurity prison and pissing off
a Blavarian wasn't doing John
or Meehix any good. With their
life expectancy chances going
down, they need to figure out a
way to acquire some good luck.
Chuckie understands that he is
losing the race to Meehix's
heart, and he has concocted a
diabolical plan to scare John
away from her. It's what guys
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do to each other even when
they like each other. No hard
feelings between bro's, right?
Grab the latest story of John,
Meehix, and Chuckie N. as the
three work to SAVE THE
ALIENS. If the Men in Black
don't get them first.
The Five Books of Quintus
Sept. Flor. Tertullianus
Against Marcion - Tertullian
2020-04-16
Promises to the Dead - Mary
Downing Hahn 2009
Twelve-year-old Jesse leaves
his home on Maryland's
Eastern Shore to help a young
runaway slave find a safe
haven in the early days of the
Civil War.
No Country for Old Men Cormac McCarthy 2007-11-29
From the bestselling, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of The
Road comes a "profoundly
disturbing and gorgeously
rendered" novel (The
Washington Post) that returns
to the Texas-Mexico border,
setting of the famed Border
Trilogy. The time is our own,
when rustlers have given way
to drug-runners and small
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

towns have become free-fire
zones. One day, a good old boy
named Llewellyn Moss finds a
pickup truck surrounded by a
bodyguard of dead men. A load
of heroin and two million
dollars in cash are still in the
back. When Moss takes the
money, he sets off a chain
reaction of catastrophic
violence that not even the
law—in the person of aging,
disillusioned Sheriff Bell—can
contain. As Moss tries to evade
his pursuers—in particular a
mysterious mastermind who
flips coins for human
lives—McCarthy
simultaneously strips down the
American crime novel and
broadens its concerns to
encompass themes as ancient
as the Bible and as bloodily
contemporary as this morning’s
headlines. No Country for Old
Men is a triumph. Look for
Cormac McCarthy's new novel,
The Passenger.
Bounty Hunter - Rachel
Aukes 2020-04-20
Emergency - Neil Strauss
2009-03-10
Terrorist attacks. Natural
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disasters. Domestic
crackdowns. Economic
collapse. Riots. Wars. Disease.
Starvation. What can you do
when it all hits the fan? You
can learn to be self-sufficient
and survive without the
system. **I've started to look at
the world through apocalypse
eyes.** So begins Neil
Strauss's harrowing new book:
his first full-length worksince
the international bestseller The
Game, and one of the most
original-and provocativenarratives of the year. After the
last few years of violence and
terror, of ethnic and religious
hatred, of tsunamis and
hurricanes–and now of world
financial meltdown–Strauss,
like most of his generation,
came to the sobering
realization that, even in
America, anything can happen.
But rather than watch
helplessly, he decided to do
something about it. And so he
spent three years traveling
through a country that's lost its
sense of safety, equipping
himself with the tools
necessary to save himself and
his loved ones from an
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

uncertain future. With the
same quick wit and eye for
cultural trends that marked
The Game, The Dirt, and How
to Make Love Like a Porn Star,
Emergency traces Neil's whiteknuckled journey through
today's heart of darkness, as he
sets out to move his life
offshore, test his skills in the
wild, and remake himself as a
gun-toting, plane-flying,
government-defying survivor.
It's a tale of paranoid fantasies
and crippling doubts, of shady
lawyers and dangerous cult
leaders, of billionaire gun nuts
and survivalist superheroes, of
weirdos, heroes, and ordinary
citizens going off the grid. It's
one man's story of a dangerous
world–and how to stay alive in
it. Before the next disaster
strikes, you're going to want to
read this book. And you'll want
to do everything it suggests.
Because tomorrow doesn't
come with a guarantee...
You Can See Me - A. E. Via
2021
Nothing Special VII - A E Via
2020-02-29
Police Lieutenants, God and
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Day are under intense pressure
from the chief to take back
control of Atlanta's streets. The
last thing their task force
needs is a pair of trained killers
in town with a personal score
to settle. Take a man and strip
him of his ability to feel
compassion, empathy, remorse,
or any of the emotions that
make him human, but leave the
ones that ignite rage and
aggression and you have the
perfect killing machine-now
imagine two of them. Code
names Ex and Meridian are
synonymous for 'guaranteed
death' to international
terrorists. Two broken men
from the same crooked streets,
recruited into an unsanctioned
government program that few
know about. Trained to operate
most efficiently-lethallytogether. When Ex returns
from an op in Bolivia to learn
his little brother has been
accidentally killed in a feud
between drug gangs, he's
stateside before he can
consider the rules he'll be
breaking, and of course
Meridian is right beside him.
There's mayhem on the streets
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

of Atlanta and the police are
losing control. If Godfrey and
his elite team of detectives
can't get the job done then
they'd be happy to lighten their
caseloads for them. And Ex nor
Meridian care about doing it
quietly. "I know who you are."
The man grunted when Ex
turned to leave. "You're the
fucking devil."Meridian walked
past, glaring one final time.
"Say that loud enough... maybe
God will save you."But after
their first run-in with the big
lieutenant and his protective
husband, Day, Ex and Meridian
start to reevaluate their own
relationship. Wondering if they
could be even deadlier if they
let loose the feelings for each
other that they've been forced
to suppress for years.
Meridian's dark eyes stayed
locked on his, "A man who can
fight beside the one he loves
doesn't make him weaker, Ex-it
makes him more
dangerous."No multiple
pairings. No cliffhangers. Ends
with a HEA. Note: This title
focuses on two new characters
in the series. And while it can
standalone, there are
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appearences from prior main
charactersNote: This is a
partners-to-lovers, out-for-you,
action romance. Note: There
are depictions of violence in
this novel.
Blood Bounty - Liza Street
2020-08-24
Gracie Boswell's got a charmed
bullet, a brand new posse, and
a pack of outlaw vampires to
kill. The tiny town of Penance
has a big vampire
problem—and charmslinger
Gracie Boswell aims to be the
solution. A whole nest of
vampires makes for a mighty
fine bounty, though, and Gracie
is far from the only
charmslinger angling for the
job. When a charming local
layabout and an old competitor
elbow their way into Gracie's
posse, she's forced to at least
pretend to play nice...but trust
is scarce in the west, and smart
bounty hunters always sleep
with one eye open. But Gracie
doesn't have much time to
watch her fellow bounty
hunters—Penance's vampire
nest is bigger and more
organized than anyone
suspected, and there's at least
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

one traitor in the town's midst.
Soon, Gracie finds herself in
the unenviable position of
leaning on her posse...and at
least one of them isn't what he
claims to be. USA Today bestselling author Liza Street
continues to thrill with a brand
new western gothic series of
outlaw vampires, sinister fae,
and good old-fashioned
treachery. Pick up Blood
Bounty for a wild ride through
the dark and dangerous west!
Additional keywords: alternate
history, United States, wild
west, old west, weird west,
faeries, fairies, magic, witches,
sorcery, shapeshifters,
werewolves, demons
Promises - A. E. Via 2018-03-08
Brian King was honorably
discharged from the United
States Navy five years ago.
He'd left with the highest
honors a man can receive in his
country, but he'd paid the
ultimate price to earn them. He
was considered one of the best;
an Intelligence Officer in a
Joint Special Operations Delta
team that'd been a twelve-man
wrecking crew. They'd thought
they were invincible... until
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they weren't. Brian was the
only member that survived the
ambush. He survived ten
months of pain, of torture, only
to emerge on the other side a
warrior. A POW survivor. He'd
returned home with all his
limbs, his right mind, and with
his only brother Ford, at his
side. But, one thing had been
lost, maybe for good... his
voice. Now, being a bounty
hunter is Brian's only means to
satisfy his need to calculate,
track, and capture. His only
outlet to the stress caused by
his silence. He was good at
what he did. But, all work and
no play for a forty-four year old
man was taking its toll. Brian
wasn't a faulty experiment. He
missed companionship, he
missed communicating. So,
when he met Sway Hamilton in the most unconventional
means - he'd been surprised at
his special way of
understanding Brian's every
look... and touch. Sway grew
up in the rough part of ATL,
trailing behind his twin brother
Stanton and his best friend,
Dana. He and his brother had a
bond only twins could
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

understand. So when Stanton's
life was taken during their
sophomore year in college,
Sway didn't think he'd ever
recover. He finally finished
school, got his masters in
nursing, worked hard, and
focused on taking care of his
mother. However, Sway knew
there was more to life than
heartache, and caring for
others. There had to be. But he
didn't know what any of those
things were until he met a dark
hunter that blew his mind...
and the intense man had never
uttered a single word. Brian
and Sway can feel the powerful
connection between them. It
was there from the start-but
both of them have battled with
loss and anguish for so long,
neither understand that love
can ease all of it. Do they have
the courage to battle through it
together? Sway has to learn to
trust in love, and Brian has to
believe that Sway will always
understand him even if he
never speaks again.
Defined By Deceit - A E Via
2019-07-30
Life isn't always fair, and that's
something that Llewellyn
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Gardner knows about first
hand. His life was on the fast
track until one night of
extreme passion changed
everything. Now eight years
later, he's still living with the
aftershocks of that night.
Everywhere he turns or runs,
there's another reminder. What
the hell do you do when you try
to drown your demons only to
find out they can swim? Shane
Smith, Jr. owner of Smith
Construction, could see the
emotional turmoil within his
new employee - it's why he
hired him. There was
something about the gorgeous,
misunderstood man with the
overly expressive eyes that
came to their small town with a
past no one was willing to
overlook. Shane could see the
good in Llewellyn, and those
eyes of his were a clear
window to his soul. Shane
wasn't going to let the man live
a future of solitude because his
past had been plagued with
deceit. Llewellyn wasn't sure
what to think about Shane.
After years of protecting
himself from being tricked
twice, he was now faced with
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

worry again. What would
happen to him if Shane didn't
believe his truth, and walked
away? Llewellyn wasn't sure
he'd be able to survive being
left alone. Again.Blurb Written
by: Crystal Marie of Crystal's
Many Reviewers
Prophesy - A. E. Via
2017-09-18
An Enemies to Lovers Shifter,
Vampire True Mates story.
Justice Volkov is the youngest
Alpha Zenith to ever lead the
wolf shifters. Following in his
father's large paw prints was a
responsibility he met head on.
Now at age thirty-three, he is
alpha of the alphas. As a direct
descendant of the original
Siberian pack, his wolf is
bigger and stronger than
Justice, himself is sometimes
able to control. His wolf howled
long and hard but Justice kept
it inside. It felt like a bass drum
beating against his rib cage.
The harsh breaths, angry
snarls and the determined
pacing inside him was
overtaking him. Justice takes
his role of leadership and his
legacy very seriously. He has
little time for romance, not to
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mention a true mate. His packs
are his priority. With a human
government trying to regulate
them, an uprising of rogue
shifters, and a violent team of
scientists trying to experiment
on them, Justice has his hands
way too full. Chadwick 'Wick'
Bentley is not enthusiastic
when the captain of his escort
tells him he has to leave his
comfortable London home and
go back to the States. As the
Vampire King, he has no choice
but to get his species back in
line before they cause anymore
chaos. At over one-hundred
years old, Wick is no one to
trifle with, but his smooth,
charismatic manner makes him
quite unique, despite the
negative reputation vampires
have. Wick has had nothing but
time up to this point. He
doesn't feel the need to make
issues pressing. Nothing is
urgent in his life. Until he
meets Justice. His beloved.
"Natural enemies can't be
mates." Or so Justice thought.
He knows his skepticism and
rejection is hurting his mate, so
while he fights their
connection, Wick gets help
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

from a source very close to
Justice to help him win his
beloved's heart. Wick is a force
all on his own, but when he's
blessed with a special gift from
the Mother herself, not even
Justice's powerful wolf can
prevent the prophesy from
being fulfilled. This story DOES
NOT contain/mention MPREG.
No multiple pairings. No
cliffhangers. It ends with a very
HFN. Warning: This book is
MM paranormal: If you DO
NOT like hot, alpha men
shifting into large wolves, or
vampires feeding from their
mates, this may not be your
read.
Don't Judge - A E Via
2019-07-25
Detective Austin Michaels
didn't think life could get any
better after he was accepted
into the most notorious
narcotics task force on the East
Coast, headed up by two of the
baddest' Lieutenants with the
Atlanta Police Department Cashel Godfrey and Leonidis
Day. Michaels knew he would
fit right in as the team's sniper,
having received his fair share
of commendations for
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marksmanship. He was just as
badass as the rest of the
twenty brothers that made up
their team. But when Michaels
lets their prime suspect get
away from a huge bust with
over a quarter of a million
dollars in drugs, he's willing to
do whatever it takes to make it
right. Left with no other
options, God chooses to bring
in outside help, calling on his
long-time friend and bounty
hunter, Judge Josephson. Judge
was considered one of the best
trackers during his enlistment
in the United States Marine
Corps. After retiring, he used
those skills to become one of
the most sought out fugitive
trackers in the country. When
Judge gets a call from his old
friend needing his help, he
quickly tells God, yes.Still
embarrassed, and intent to
prove himself, Michaels
immediately volunteers to
partner up with Judge to get
their suspect back quickly and
quietly. Neither man wanted or
needed a partner. But, after
Judge and Michaels get on the
road, the hate/lust relationship
they quickly develop between
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

them will either make them
heroes... Or get them killed.
Promises - A.E. Via 2017
A bounty hunter's partners to
lovers' story. The hunt is on...
and he's the prey. Bradford
(Ford) King was sure he had
the rest of his life mapped out.
Though he was no longer a
SEAL Lieutenant, his brother
was home safe and he had a
job that still allowed him to
satisfy his hunger for hunting
bad guys. Life was simple, no
distractions or complications at age forty-six - that's all Ford
wanted. What he didn't want
was his work partner,
sniper/watchman, Dana, giving
him s**t all the time. Dana
Cadby had grown up labeled a
roughneck from the wrong side
of the tracks. He'd fought,
scrounged, and survived
despite a father that constantly
told him he couldn't. Dana
pulled himself up by his own
boot straps and made a name
for himself in the marksman
community. He'd been Duke's
bounty watchman for five
years. It was his job to ensure
their safety, watch their backs.
At thirty-three, he was trusted,
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well respected by his peers, his
bosses, his friends... so why
couldn't he earn the same
respect from his partner? Dana
knew he was bisexual before
he graduated high school. He
also knew he was attracted to
the huge, 6'3", SEAL from the
moment he and his brother
came to join their team. It
wasn't easy for him to tamp
down his immediate reaction to
Ford's thick muscles, full
beard, and dark eyes. Still,
Dana exhibited nothing but
professionalism towards him,
not wanting to make his
'straight' partner
uncomfortable. So why did
Ford constantly give him hell?
After Dana took back his exgirlfriend, he'd noticed an
intensification in Ford's bad
attitude. One that turned
aggressive and downright
antagonistic, and Dana was
damned if he'd just lay down
and take it. He was gonna
make that man respect him if it
was the last thing he did. When
Duke sends Dana and Ford out
to track down their most
dangerous bounty yet, they
both embrace the fact that they
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

make one hell of a team... but
they fight tooth and nail
against the powerful intimacy
brewing between them.
Beware: If Ford and Dana
connect completely, god help
the fugitive who's in the sights
of the hunter and his
watchman. This story is a part
of a series but can stand alone.
It does not end on a cliffhanger
and has a HEA.
Oathbringer - Brandon
Sanderson 2017-11-14
The #1 New York Times
bestselling sequel to Words of
Radiance, from epic fantasy
author Brandon Sanderson at
the top of his game. In
Oathbringer, the third volume
of the New York Times
bestselling Stormlight Archive,
humanity faces a new
Desolation with the return of
the Voidbringers, a foe with
numbers as great as their thirst
for vengeance. Dalinar Kholin’s
Alethi armies won a fleeting
victory at a terrible cost: The
enemy Parshendi summoned
the violent Everstorm, which
now sweeps the world with
destruction, and in its passing
awakens the once peaceful and
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subservient parshmen to the
horror of their millennia-long
enslavement by humans. While
on a desperate flight to warn
his family of the threat, Kaladin
Stormblessed must come to
grips with the fact that the
newly kindled anger of the
parshmen may be wholly
justified. Nestled in the
mountains high above the
storms, in the tower city of
Urithiru, Shallan Davar
investigates the wonders of the
ancient stronghold of the
Knights Radiant and unearths
dark secrets lurking in its
depths. And Dalinar realizes
that his holy mission to unite
his homeland of Alethkar was
too narrow in scope. Unless all
the nations of Roshar can put
aside Dalinar’s blood-soaked
past and stand together—and
unless Dalinar himself can
confront that past—even the
restoration of the Knights
Radiant will not prevent the
end of civilization. Other Tor
books by Brandon Sanderson
The Cosmere The Stormlight
Archive The Way of Kings
Words of Radiance Edgedancer
(Novella) Oathbringer The
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Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The
Final Empire The Well of
Ascension The Hero of Ages
Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne
series Alloy of Law Shadows of
Self Bands of Mourning
Collection Arcanum
Unbounded Other Cosmere
novels Elantris Warbreaker The
Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians
series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's
Bones The Knights of Crystallia
The Shattered Lens The Dark
Talent The Rithmatist series
The Rithmatist Other books by
Brandon Sanderson The
Reckoners Steelheart Firefight
Calamity At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Promises - A. E. Via
2015-10-14
Duke Morgan owns and
operates one of the largest bail
bond companies in Atlanta. Not
only does he bond criminals out
of jail, he and his notorious
group of bounty hunters will
also track them down and
ensure they show up for court.
Roman 'Quick' Webb is Duke's
13/25
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business partner and best
friend. Both men are in their
forties and have given up on
the happily ever after with the
ranch-style home, and white
picket fence. They'd both tried
it and failed miserably. But
they have their friendship and
they have the business. When
Quick's son, Vaughan Webb
returns - after seven years from studying abroad with his
law degree in hand, he's back
to claim what he's always
wanted...his fathers' best
friend... Duke Morgan.
Vaughan has always claimed to
be a classic gentleman with an
old soul. He didn't party and
screw up in school like his
buddies. He was focused and
dedicated to becoming the man
worthy of Duke's love. It's a
complex and messy situation as
Duke and Quick figure out how
to still be best friends when
one of them is sleeping with his
friend's one and only son. But
when Duke is hurt on the job,
all the unimportant trivialities
fall to the wayside and
Vaughan and Quick put their
heads together to save Duke.
Part I of the Promises story is
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

about Duke and Vaughan. Part
II will be about Quick and his
realization that it's not too late
for any of them to find love.
Star Wars: Bounty Hunters
Vol. 2 - Ethan Sacks
2021-06-08
"Collecting Star Wars: Bounty
hunters #6-11"--Page 4 of
cover.
Odyssey - Homer 1895
Nothing Special VI - A. E. Via
2018-12-12
Lennox Freeman (Free) is one
of the best hackers in the world
which has caused him to spend
most of his life on the run.
Never able to put down roots,
he couldn't trust anyone not to
take advantage of him, even his
own family. If it wasn't for his
best friend, Tech, shielding
him, Free's father would've
sold him and his skills to the
highest bidding crime family
when he was still a student at
MIT. Free owed Tech his life;
so when his friend called for
him to come to Atlanta to work
with him, he couldn't say no.
However, he wasn't expecting
the overprotective group of
detectives that made up
14/25
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Atlanta PD's most notorious
task force. And he certainly
wasn't prepared for the largeand-in-charge SWAT Captain
that was responsible for their
safety. Ivan Hart has lived and
bled one creed all of his life: To
Serve and Protect. His intense
focus and determination in law
enforcement has led him to
finally commanding his own
team. He'd worked hard to put
together a squad of badasses
capable of backing up a very
dangerous team of detectives.
Being God and Day's last line
of defense came with a lot of
responsibility that he took very
seriously. After his divorce was
final Hart turned right around
and remarried his job. He had
his good friends there in the
office with him every day, so it
was easier to ignore the few
quiet hours he spent at home
alone each night. He'd settled
well into his new routine and
was comfortable with it. Then
God decided to disrupt
everything by hiring another
tech specialist for his
department. A man whose
brains, trendy looks, and voice
would leave Hart tongue-tied
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

and captivated at their first
introduction. Free quickly
awakens a passion in Hart that
he long thought was dead. An
attraction he didn't know
existed. He couldn't fathom
that the sexy cyber genius
could be interested in an oversized, big-bearded brute that
served criminals the bottom
line for a living. No matter
what his best friend, God said.
A future with Hart could be
potentially dangerous and
often times full of terrifyingly
close calls; but little did he
know that so could falling for
the most hunted hacker in the
world. All Lennox Freeman
wants in life is security, love
and protection... Hart had all
that to give and more. This
novel is a part of a series and
contains previously mentioned
characters, but CAN BE read
as a standalone. No
cliffhangers.
Promises Prevail - Sarah
McCarty 2005-09
Book 3 in the Promises series.
Wyoming Territory 1870
Widowed and barren, Jenna
sees the newborn left on her
doorstep as a priceless gift
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worthy of any sacrifice. She
knows she'll need a husband to
keep the baby, but nothing
prepares her for the man who
offers. Big and dark, simmering
with a deadly intensity, Clint
McKinnely could put fear into
the devil. He certainly strikes
fear into her. But Jenna soon
discovers that the man behind
the reputation is the one man
she longs to trust. A hard man
burned out by the choices he's
made, Clint is looking for a
reason to go on. He finds one
in Jenna Hennessy. Lushly
plump, sweet and shy, she calls
to him on every level. When it
looks as though Jenna might
lose the daughter she loves for
lack of a husband, Clint steps
forward. Having Jenna in his
home brings Clint a peace he's
never known, but even as he
ferrets out the secrets that
haunt Jenna's nightmares, Clint
keeps his own close to his
chest, knowing this marriage is
temporary because there are
some sins a man can't expect
his wife to forgive.
Nine Lives - Sharon Sala
2012-11-15
Bounty hunter Cat Dupree first
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cheated death when she was
thirteen. The second time left
her orphaned and scarred. And
the only thing that will
diminish her lust for revenge is
finding the man who left her
for dead as she watched him
murder her father. Every job
she takes is an opportunity to
invade the criminal world that
hides the tattooed man who
ruined her life. And she hopes
to hunt him down on her
current mission into the rugged
deserts of Mexico, where there
is no law to watch her back.
Without her knowledge,
bondsman Wilson McKay is on
the same job, and trailing Cat
is the fastest way to find his
man. He's willing to share
resources—and the
reward—especially if that
means getting to know the
lonely woman beneath Cat's
tough, take-no-prisoners
exterior. Life's taught Cat that
the surest way to land on her
feet is to work alone, but
Wilson might be the man to
change her mind—when they're
not competing for jobs or ready
to kill each other.
Nothing Special VIII - A E Via
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2021-03-26
A fox can set many traps to
catch his target-but this one
only needs one to catch his.
Dominic "Bull" Walker is used
to the simpler things in life.
Give him his own land to work,
a strong horse, and twelve
hours of daylight, and he is a
contented man. But when
someone threatens to take
away the successful ranch that
took him two years to rebuild,
he'll accept any help he can get
to defend it. Mandel "Fox"
Tucker is a sixth-generation
SWAT soldier. It's embedded in
his bones to protect and serve
his community. So when he
gets word of the vandalism
occurring on the Walker
Ranch, he quickly volunteers
the free time he has, thanks to
his recent suspension.The brief
visit Fox had with Bull four
months ago had been a
contentious-but powerfulencounter. Therefore, he's not
surprised when he shows up on
his doorstep unannounced and
has to pull out some of his best
tricks to get past the six-footfour, stubborn Texan.Fox is
only there to safeguard what's
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

most important to Bull. But
being on the ranch brings an
awareness to him that he
embraces with both hands.
Nature, peace... love-things he
never found in the city. This
book contains the love story of
two new characters. It is a part
of a series but can be read as a
standalone. There are no
multiple pairings or sharing.
Ends in a very HEA. Trigger
Warning: Mild police violence.
Scenes are not graphic.
Star Wars Adventures: Ghosts
of Vader's Castle - Cavan Scott
2022-01-25
Join Lina, Milo Graf, and Crater
for one last adventure to
Vader's Castle! Perfect for
middle-grade readers, these
fun, but eerie and horrorpacked tales, take you through
the creepy side of the Star
Wars galaxy. The ghosts of
Vader's Castle are haunting
everybody's dreams! First, Milo
has been having nightmares
about zombie droids, with a
special appearance by Anakin
Skywalker, Padmé Amidala,
and Jar Jar Binks. Then, Lina
runs into Jaxxon, who reveals
that he, too, has been having
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troubling dreams of vicious
Wookies bigger than
mountains! Plus, catch up with
Hudd and Skritt as Hudd deals
with dreams concerning the
Spirit of the Swamp, a gilled
monster that terrorizes
Dagobah! But Lina isn't
immune to the nightmares
either, as her dreams are
visited by the galaxy's most
threatening villain-Darth
Vader! In the finale, Lina,
Hudd, Skritt, and Jaxxon race
to Mustafar to save Milo and
Crater. Will the group be able
to fight the ghosts that still
haunt the castle, or will the
galaxy forever be bound to
suffer from the wrath of the
Ghosts of Vader's Castle?!
Ghosts of Vader's Castle
finishes the saga started in
Tales of Vader's Castle and
Return to Vader's Castle!
Wonder - R. J. Palacio
2017-09-26
Auggie Pullman, who was born
with extreme facial
abnormalities, goes from being
home-schooled to entering fifth
grade at a private middle
school in Manhattan, which
entails enduring the taunting
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and fear of his classmates.
The Cost of Winning - Carl G.
Lindbloom 2018-02-13
In The Cost of Winning,
Michael H. Cosgrove describes
how the United States used
economic policies to contain
the Soviet Union during the
post-World War n era and how
those policies turned a vibrant
American economy into one of
broken promises and declining
power. Cosgrove defines and
examines the five economic
building blocks used to contain
the Soviets in America's Golden
Age: the Marshall Plan, free
trade, federal income tax
policy, the American defense
umbrella, and plentiful and
cheap oil from the Middle East.
He explains how policies
supporting these building
blocks allowed U.S. taxpayers
to both contain the Soviets and
enjoy a rapidly rising standard
of living. America's economic
superstate began to crumble,
however, with President
Nixon's August 1971 decision
to abandon the gold quasistandard and Saudi Arabia's
1973 decision to cut oil
shipments to America. Lean
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years for the American
economy set in. When the
American economy could no
longer deliver the American
dream, entitlements were
increased in an attempt to fill
the gap between expectations
and what the private sector
could provide. Since the early
1970s, real purchasing power
has been steadily eroding for
approximately 75 million
private sector workers. The
American dream that a good
education would lead to a
decent job and a rising
standard of living in a safe
neighborhood has been dashed.
Violent crime in America
increases while expenditures
on public safety rapidly
increase. Will America be the
first world power to reverse its
relative decline? Cosgrove
maintains that Congress must
initiate the upward process by
restructuring itself. Rather
than meeting in Washington,
D.C., Congress should meet a
maximum three to four months
per year at a different site each
year to achieve "American
revitalization." Cosgrove's
solutions to the problems of
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crime include law enforcement
through use of bounty hunters
to identify and capture alleged
criminals, and to establish a
fixed penalty system for violent
crimes to make costs of
committing crime clearer to
everyone. Certain to be
controversial, this intriguing
examination of the state of
affairs in the United States,
and the author's recommended
policies will be compelling
reading for sociologists,
policymakers, economists, and
scholars with an interest in
applied public policy for the
long haul.
Tales from Jabba's Palace:
Star Wars Legends - Kevin
Anderson 1995-12-01
In the dusty heat of twinsunned Tatooine lives the
wealthiest gangster in a
hundred worlds, master of a
vast crime empire and keeper
of a vicious, flesh-eating
monster for entertainment (and
disposal of his enemies).
Bloated and sinister, Jabba the
Hutt might have made a good
joke -- if he weren't so
dangerous. A cast of soldiers,
spies, assassins, scoundrels,
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bounty hunters, and pleasure
seekers have come to his
palace, and every visitor to
Jabba's grand abode has a
story. Some of them may even
live to tell it. . . . Featuring
original stories by: Kevin J.
Anderson, M. Shayne Bell, John
Gregory Betancourt, Mark
Budz and Marina Fitch, A.C.
Crispin, Dan'l Danehy-Oakes,
George Alec Effinger, Kenneth
C. Flint, Esther Friesner,
Barbara Hambly, Daryl F.
Mallett, J.D. Montgomery, Judy
and Gar Reeves-Stevens,
Jennifer Roberson, Kathy
Tyers, Deborah Wheeler, Dave
Wolverton, William F. Wu,
Timothy Zahn.
Here Comes Trouble - A E
Via 2019-07-25
Detectives Mark Ruxsberg and
Chris Green are very good at
their jobs. Being the enforcers
for God and Day's notorious
Atlanta PD Narcotics Task
Force causes the crazy duo to
get into more trouble than they
can often get out of. The pair
never misses out on an
opportunity to drive their
Lieutenants crazy with their
dangerous, reckless, and costly
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

stunts, landing them in the hot
seat in front God... often.Ruxs
and Green love their jobs and
they don't mind the very
demanding schedule that
leaves them little time for
socializing or dating. It was
fine with them, they enjoyed
hanging out with each other
anyway. However, most of the
men in their close circle of
friends and colleagues are
pairing off and settling down.
God has Day, Ro has Johnson,
and their Sergeant Syn has
Furious. For the past several
years, Ruxs has only sought out
the advice and company of one
person, his partner and best
friend Green, and vice versa.
Both of these alpha males are
presumed straight, but neither
can deny the heat that's
building in their once 'just
friends' relationship.
The Methods of Ethics - Henry
Sidgwick 1874
This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to
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the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed
in our most important libraries
around the world), and other
notations in the work. This
work is in the public domain in
the United States of America,
and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute
this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the
work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures, errant
marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation
process, and thank you for
being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Out of the Dust (Scholastic
Gold) - Karen Hesse
2012-09-01
promises-part-4-bounty-hunters

Acclaimed author Karen
Hesse's Newbery Medalwinning novel-in-verse explores
the life of fourteen-year-old
Billie Jo growing up in the dust
bowls of Oklahoma.
Hunt the Stars - Jessie
Mihalik 2022-02-01
The critically acclaimed author
of Polaris Rising takes readers
on an exciting journey with the
start of her brand-new series
about a female bounty hunter
and the man who is her sworn
enemy. “Jessie Mihalik is an
author to watch.” — Ilona
Andrews, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Octavia
Zarola would do anything to
keep her tiny, close-knit bounty
hunting crew together—even if
it means accepting a job from
Torran Fletcher, a ruthless
former general and her sworn
enemy. When Torran offers her
enough credits to not only keep
her crew afloat but also hire
someone to fix her ship, Tavi
knows that she can’t
refuse—no matter how much
she’d like to. With so much
money on the line, Torran and
his crew insist on joining the
hunt. Tavi reluctantly agrees
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because while the handsome,
stoic leader pushes all of her
buttons—for both anger and
desire—she’s endured worse,
and the massive bonus
payment he’s promised for a
completed job is reason enough
to shut up and deal. But when
they uncover a deeper plot that
threatens the delicate peace
between humans and Valoffs,
Tavi suspects that Torran has
been using her as the impetus
for a new war. With the fate of
her crew balanced on a knife’s
edge, Tavi must decide where
her loyalties lie—with the quiet
Valoff who’s been lying to her,
or with the human leaders who
left her squad to die on the
battlefield. And this time, she’s
put her heart on the line.
Sharkey The Bounty Hunter Mark Millar 2019-12-11
Set in a brilliant new sci-fi
universe, Sharkey is a bluecollar bounty hunter tracking
criminals across the galaxy in
his converted, rocket-powered
ice-cream truck. Aided and
abetted by his ten-year-old
partner, he's out for the
biggest bounty of his career.
Collects SHARKEY THE
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BOUNTY HUNTER #1-6
Leaders Eat Last - Simon Sinek
2014-01-07
The New York Times bestseller
by the acclaimed, bestselling
author of Start With Why and
Together is Better. Now with
an expanded chapter and
appendix on leading
millennials, based on Simon
Sinek's viral video "Millenials
in the workplace" (150+
million views). Imagine a world
where almost everyone wakes
up inspired to go to work, feels
trusted and valued during the
day, then returns home feeling
fulfilled. This is not a crazy,
idealized notion. Today, in
many successful organizations,
great leaders create
environments in which people
naturally work together to do
remarkable things. In his work
with organizations around the
world, Simon Sinek noticed
that some teams trust each
other so deeply that they would
literally put their lives on the
line for each other. Other
teams, no matter what
incentives are offered, are
doomed to infighting,
fragmentation and failure.
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Why? The answer became clear
during a conversation with a
Marine Corps general.
"Officers eat last," he said.
Sinek watched as the most
junior Marines ate first while
the most senior Marines took
their place at the back of the
line. What's symbolic in the
chow hall is deadly serious on
the battlefield: Great leaders
sacrifice their own comfort-even their own survival--for the
good of those in their care. Too
many workplaces are driven by
cynicism, paranoia, and selfinterest. But the best ones
foster trust and cooperation
because their leaders build
what Sinek calls a "Circle of
Safety" that separates the
security inside the team from
the challenges outside. Sinek
illustrates his ideas with
fascinating true stories that
range from the military to big
business, from government to
investment banking.
Tales of the Bounty
Hunters: Star Wars Legends
- Kevin Anderson 1996-11-01
In a wild and battle-scarred
galaxy, assassins, pirates,
smugglers, and cutthroats of
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every description roam at will,
fearing only the professional
bounty hunters-amoral
adventurers who track down
the scum of the universe...for a
fee. When Darth Vader seeks to
strike at the heart of the
Rebellion by targeting Han
Solo and the Millennium
Falcon, he calls upon six of the
most successful-and fearedhunters, including the
merciless Boba Fett. They all
have two things in common:
lust for profit and contempt for
life... Featuring original stories
by Kevin J. Anderson, M.
Shayne Bell, Daniel Keys
Moran, Kathy Tyers and Dave
Wolverton.
Stay Hungry - Lorie O'Clare
2011-10-04
One of the best manhunters in
the business, Jake King usually
chases fugitives on the run. But
now he's been hired to protect
a beautiful private eye who's
flirting with danger. Her name
is Angela, and the last thing
she wants is hired muscle
getting in the way of her
investigation. But this time
she's so deep undercover, she
could use all the muscle she
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can get her hands on... Jake
agrees to play by Angela's
rules—and lay low while she
gets close to one of the
deadliest crime lords to have
entered the States. But the
closer Angela gets to her
target, the closer she feels to
Jake. As her bodyguard, he has
more than just a professional
interest in her body—and he'll
do anything to keep her safe.
But Angela is playing a
dangerous game with a
criminal mastermind who can
make any woman his slave. And
she could be next...
The Jackals - William W.
Johnstone 2019-01-29
Three vigilantes are trapped
like rats in this action-packed
Western series opener by the
authors of the New York
Times–bestselling Smoke
Jensen series. Fate brought
them together. It may also send
them straight to hell. With
Apaches on the prod, excavalry sergeant Sean Keegan,
bounty hunter Jed Breen, and
ex-Texas Ranger Matt
McCulloch take shelter in a
West Texas way station—along
with a hot-as-a-pistol female
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bound for the gallows, a
spiteful newspaper editor, and
a coward with $50,000 who
promises them five grand if
they’ll deliver his blood-soaked
stash to his wife. Turns out,
Indians might be the least of
the problems for the trio, soon
to be known as the Jackals. The
loot’s stolen property of the
vengeful Hawkin gang, and
these prairie rats are
merciless, stone-cold killers.
And the brother of the man the
woman killed wants to butcher
her himself rather than watch
her swing. McCulloch, Keegan,
and Breen are ready for a
showdown—but the Jackals
may not live to spend that
$5,000. Perfect for fans of The
Hateful Eight.
Darkside - Tom Becker 2008
After finding a tin can without
a label on it, curious twelveyear-old Fergal Bamfield opens
it to discover a desperate
message for help that inspires
Fergal and his friend,
Charlotte, to venture out on a
strange adventure that ends up
being zanier than either could
have ever imagined.
The Mostly True Adventures Of
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Homer P. Figg (Scholastic
Gold) - Rodman Philbrick
2012-11-01
A Newbery Honor Book, this
warm, funny, & heartwrenching Civil War novel
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introduces readers to the
Battle of Gettysburg & "Little
Round Top," one of the most
famous feats of bravery in U.S.
history!
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